
Fundamentals of AI Alan Smaill
Tutorial for Week 6See Russell and Norvig, hapter 51. In the ontext of CSP searh, explain why it is a good heuristi to hoosethe variable that is most onstrained, but the value that is least on-straining.2. Give a formulation of the following as a CSP:

class scheduling: there is a �xed number of teahers and lassrooms, alist of lasses to be o�ered and possible time slots for eah lass. Eahteaher has a set of lasses he or she an teah. (There are many di�erentformulations possible here.)3. Consider this ryptarithmeti problem:
C O U N T

- C O I N

---------

S N U BGive a CSP formulation of the problem. The letters orrespond to singledistint digits, and there are no leading zeros. You should use variablesto express any auxiliary values; assume the onstraint language allowsarithmeti onstraints like a.X + b.Y = c.D + d for integer onstants
a, b, c, d.
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4. In the Australia map olouring CSP, show that the AC-3 algorithm andetet that the partial assignment {WA = red, V = blue} annot beextended to �nd a solution to the problem.The problem assigns one of three olours to eah state so that no twoadjaent states have the same olour. The adjaent states are as shownin �gure 1.
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TFigure 1: Constraint graph for olouring problem
function Remove-Inonsistent-Values(Xi, Xj) returns true i� we remove a valueremoved← false

for each x in Domain[Xi℄ do

if no value y in Domain[Xj℄allows (x,y) to satisfy the onstraint between Xi and Xj

then delete x from Domain[Xi℄; removed← true
return removed

function AC-3( sp) returns the CSP, possibly with redued domains
inputs: sp, a binary CSP with variables {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}

local variables: queue, a queue of ars, initially all the ars in sp
while queue is not empty do

(Xi, Xj)←Remove-First(queue)
if Remove-Inonsistent-Values(Xi, Xj) then

for each Xk in Neighbors[Xi℄ doadd (Xk, Xi) to queue
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